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JAPAN 
GHOST HUNTING IN DEJIMA – JAPAN’S INTERNATIONAL ISLAND 
BY DAN AYRES  |  PUBLISHED OCTOBER 23, 2015 !
Hidden among bustling Nagasaki Harbour lie the remnants of what was once an 
extraordinary island which served as the one single gateway to a very different Japan.  !
There is a ghost that resides in the harbour of Nagasaki, and this ghost is distinctly 
European. Curious to uncover this intangible yet historically important spectre, I resolved 
to go ghost hunting and see what I could find. !
The ghost to which I refer is actually a former island which once stood in the resplendent 
Nagasaki bay. Artificially created in 1636, its initial purpose was to confine and control 
the Portuguese who had recently arrived in the region and had been up to their old tricks 
of conducting missionary activities, the success of which had led to relatively 
widespread conversion to Christianity, perceived as a threat by the ruling Tokunaga 
Shogunate. !
The rulers ushered in a period of self-imposed isolation known as Sakoku in the wake of 
a massive rebellion of Christian peasants in Shimabara, situated nearby Nagasaki. The 
Portugese were unceremoniously booted out, Christianity was forbidden, no foreigners 
were allowed in and no Japanese were allowed out. !
That left the small but awkward matter of what to do with Dejima: the pretty fan-shaped 
island which had been expensive to construct. It was decided that the altogether less 
troublesome, more trade-focused, Protestant Dutch would relocate their existing trading 
posts from the island of Hirado to Dejima. !!



!
!
And so it was that tiny Dejima Island came to become the exclusive point of contact for 
the West with the Japanese archipelago for over 200 years. !
Finding Dejima !
Present day Dejima exists as Dejima museum, a compound within Nagasaki harbour 
easily reached by one of the trams which have merrily trundled around the city since the 
early 20th century. !
En-route I strolled past Dejima wharf, a bay-side section of bars and restaurants with al 
fresco dining and dog walkers galore. I glanced across the bay and was struck by the 
staggering beauty of this area of awesome historical importance; the sparkling glittering 
blue expanse was criss-crossed by ferries coming in and out, and beyond that rose 
mighty Mt. Inasa, a jade-green emergence said to offer one of Japan’s finest night 
views. Before drinking my fill of this sumptuous sight, I pottered into Dejima museum, 
which stood slightly inland from the harbour. !
The first thing I encountered was a sense of contrast from the architecture within the 
compound to the typical modern Japanese buildings outside, which are often functional 
but rather ugly affairs. Instead here I found tidy streets lined on either side by large 
buildings in traditional Japanese style from the 17th century, with white walls, dark 
wooden beams and slanting tiled roofs. !!!
The Chief Factor’s Residence stood as the largest building on the island and had been 
the stage for meetings between Japanese and Dutch officials. The imposing current 
building doubled up as an exact recreation from the original blueprints on the outside, 
and a historical exhibition complete with some fascinating pieces within. !
Here I encountered an intriguing model of a Dutch trading ship, which had sailed into the 
sapphire bay brimming with goods like silk, sugar, cotton and copper from trading posts 
in Indonesia, Europe and beyond. The corresponding information – helpfully delivered in 
both English and Japanese – revealed that the ships had at times been limited to just 
two vessels a year, and each one was rigorously searched and the sails confiscated by 
the Japanese until they were satisfied that no contraband had been smuggled in. !
There was a creeping feeling that Dejima had not been entirely unlike a prison, which 
was reinforced by the presence of an observation tower, the thick embankment wall 
encasing the island and the Japanese Official’s Office. It transpired the tradesmen who 
lived here did so under intense scrutiny, and interaction between the two communities 
was limited. There were interpreters, merchants and for me most fascinatingly off all, 
Japanese ‘women of pleasure’ or high class prostitutes. !
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Here in the small square rooms with bare feet on tatami mat floors, I could almost sense 
the complicated tangle these spirits had once been in; a microcosm of two peoples, 
separated by a chasm that was language and culture and law, technically connected 
only by trade, yet engaging with one another intimately. !
Whilst the law of Sakoku dictated that any Japanese caught abandoning its shores or 
any outsider coming in would be punishable by death, once again the Dutch were the 
exception. A series of small models in the museum depicted the annual visit to the 
Shogunate in Edo (present-day Tokyo). A select group from the trading post would be 
expected to undertake this epic journey to the capital carrying trade goods to honour the 
ruling Shogun, some of which insisted upon being entertained by traditional Dutch 
dances. !
Looking at these little figures I thought about just how fascinating this journey must have 
been. Months of isolation and boredom suddenly broken by a trip to the beating heart of 
a closed land, past soaring mountains and expansive paddy fields tended by curious 
peasants, who would glance up and stare in blinking wonder at these creatures from 
another world. !
I explored the rest of the buildings, which included a number of warehouses, a seagate 
where imports and exports had come through and the Head Clerk’s Quarters, which had 
been a centre of Western learning for select groups of Japanese towards the end of 
Sakoku. !
Back outside I encountered a hulking wooden weighing scale which had been used to 
weigh out the influx of Dutch trade goods, especially sugar. For me, the scales 
represented the precarious balance in which this island existed: trading partners but 
outsiders, isolated but connected, interwoven but separate, free but imprisoned, 
European but Japanese. !
Today’s Dejima is mostly made up of reconstructions. When the Americans eventually 
prized Japan open like a stubborn clam in 1853, Dejima was effectively made 
redundant, and many of the original buildings were lost when the land was subsequently 
reclaimed to build up Nagasaki harbour. The exceptions to this are the former Dejima 
Protestant Seminary and the former Nagasaki International Club, both striking, wooden, 
European-style buildings in pastel colours that were erected after the end of Sakoku in 
an effort to bring the citizens of Nagasaki and foreigners closer together. !
Whilst the rest of Dejima had been painstakingly brought back to life, its revival is a work 
in process. Nagasaki has ambitious plans to restore each of the former buildings and dig 
canals around its circumference, meaning it will rise again as the island it once was. !
Whilst this will undoubtedly create even more of a spectacle, what is already clear from 
a visit to Dejima museum is just how special and unique this island was. For the most 
part, Japan is a country with a history almost as homogenous as its present day 
population, with the majority of its past encounters playing out with neighbouring China 
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and Korea. So to encounter here in Nagasaki a historical point of contact between 
Europe and Japan stretching back centuries was a rare jewel indeed, one that, if you let 
it, could set the imagination on fire. !!
Old and New Entwined !
It was curious to note that, when wandering around the Dejima museum, there were 
very modern articles in among the historical reconstructions. Vending machines blinked 
on tatami mats, air conditioning units churned out humid air and there was even a cotton 
candy machine to keep kids entertained. In the kitchen area a dinner table had been 
exhibited with plastic food, which was zapped by the neon light of a laser pen from the 
tour guide. !
It struck me that in Japan there seems to be less concern for mixing the modern and the 
historical. In the same way that Osaka Castle stands as both a magnificent historical 
spectacle and a mostly modern reconstruction – complete with functioning elevator – 
Dejima was no less important a site for being largely formed of reconstructions. Whilst I 
felt a slight detachment from the buildings here because they were so new, so pristine 
and so air conditioned, perhaps I was engaging with it through European eyes. The 
majority of us would be taken aback if we were to encounter a flashing vending machine 
dispensing a world of beverages in an ancient castle in England, but that is not a 
problem here. The machine dispensing cotton candy whirred away and no one batted 
and eye. !
Perhaps it was to do with the Japanese understanding of ‘mono no aware’, which can be 
described as an understanding of the transience and impermanence of material things, 
coupled with ‘wabi sabi’, which as an aesthetic that understands beauty as “imperfect, 
impermanent and incomplete”. These facets of the Japanese Shinto belief system 
encourage acts like the replacement of the Ise Grand Shrine in Mie Prefecture once 
every 20 years, not for any practical reason, but simply to honour the importance and 
aesthetic of the temporary. With this understanding of transience and change so 
embedded, I considered that Dejima was another example of something lost but brought 
back to life, and all the more beautiful for it. !
Or perhaps it was simpler than that. Perhaps these buildings had been sadly eroded and 
were being brought back with the same meticulous attention to detail, desire for 
excellence and fondness for modern comforts that is apparent throughout Japan. !!!
A look into Dejima !
My final stop in the museum compound was the large-scale model of Dejima, which 
gives a tangible insight into how the island had really stood during Sakoku. !
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Looking down I sensed just how tiny the island was; a fan spreading out in the blue 
expanse, connected to the mainland by a small bridge and walled on every side. !
I began to ponder; what must it have been like, to be directly connected to an entire land 
which has rejected all but its own? To have been the link, the one link, between one 
peoples and another? Was every day like waking up beside a sleeping dragon? How 
must it have been, to be confined but to be free? I looked down into the model and 
conjured up another boy, about my age, looking out from the confines of this island to 
the bay extending in front of him, staring up at Mt. Inasa, questioning quite how he got 
here, quite what he was doing here on this tiny artificial island connected to an isolated 
land. !
Whether this spirit ever existed is anyone’s guess, but my imagined window into his 
world gave me comfort nonetheless. !!
EXETER – LIKE A LOCAL 
BY DAN AYRES  |  PUBLISHED DECEMBER 1, 2015 !
Discover Exeter – a characterful jewel in England’s South West offering historical sights, 
outdoor activities, a cracking cream tea or a top night on the town. !!
The provincial capital of Devon, Exeter is simultaneously a charming old Cathedral town, 
a buzzing student city and an enticing blend of rural and urban. It is a city on the up, with 
recent development transforming sections of the city centre into flashy shopping centres, 
whilst still featuring enough independent businesses and rich history to keep its heart 
intact. !
Exeter is a very easy city to travel around on foot or by bicycle, though its undulating 
hills mean that you will have thighs of steel after a day or two of exploration. Do not 
worry though, you will never be too far away from a sit down with a hearty pasty, 
indulgent cream tea or a fine local cider; this is the West Country after all. !!
History & Culture !
Embarking on the City Wall Trail is a great way to get a sense of just how far Exeter’s 
history stretches back. With 70% of the structure still intact and formed of 2000 year old 
Roman masonry, the two mile journey around the city proves an interesting activity for 
history buffs and walkers alike. !
Arguably Exeter’s shining star is its Anglican Cathedral, the completion of which dates 
back to 1400. Vast, imposing and beautiful from almost every angle, the interior boasts 
England’s longest vaulted ceiling. The Cathedral Green (known simply as ‘the Green’ to 
all locals), acts as the centre-point for the city often featuring live music and events. 
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Recently reopened after a massive refurbishment project, the Royal Albert Memorial 
Museum boasts an array of exhibitions on topics including fine art, local history, world 
cultures and botany. Look out for the big bull giraffe which has stood in this building 
since 1920, and is affectionately known to all as Gerald. !
The campus at Exeter University is all red brick, rolling hills and leafy loveliness. Here 
you will also find the Northcott Theatre, the city’s foremost professional theatre and a 
great place to go and check out a show. !
If you are after something a little more alternative, check out The Bike Shed Theatre. 
This recent initiative is both a 60-seat auditorium and vintage cocktail tavern, which 
champions new work and innovation in theatre. !!
Shops & Cafes !
Situated on the fringe of The Green, The Plant is a little cafe that serves up a selection 
of “vegetarian food made with love”. Try their beetroot and raspberry cake paired with a 
fair trade coffee for a heartwarming experience. !
Big, busy and a local institution, the Boston Tea Party is a favourite hang out spot 
situated near the city centre. The tea selection here is huge, but if you are feeling 
indulgent you should order the white hot chocolate and nestle into one of the comfy 
armchairs upstairs. !
Hidden away in Mccoy’s shopping arcade on Fore Street, The Real Mccoy may well be 
Exeter’s coolest, quirkiest secret. They serve up top notch fried English breakfasts and 
hearty milkshakes, whilst fashionistas can browse the accompanying shop for second-
hand wares of a burlesque persuasion. !
The recently completed Princesshay Shopping Centre is a glitzy, flashy affair with lots of 
mainstream shops and restaurants to keep visitors entertained for hours. Its positioning 
at the centre of the city draws in shoppers from Exeter’s rather tired high street. !
It would be folly indeed not to mention where to get your hands on the perfect cream 
tea, arguably the creme de la creme of the West Country’s culinary scene. The Jolly 
Roger Tea Rooms is just off the river in Exeter’s bustling quay and is a local favourite, 
with its outdoor tables and menu featuring quintessential English classics. Roger gets up 
at 4am every day to handcraft his mouthwatering selection of scones, which come 
served with mountains of clotted cream and jam as standard. !!!!!
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Pubs !
One of the most well-loved establishments in the whole city, The Old Firehouse Pub 
brings together locals and students alike, enticed here by its sociable courtyard, candlelit 
tables and cracking selection of food and booze. Do as the locals do – grab a bottle of 
house wine for just over a fiver, order a firehouse pizza and hunker down in the 
courtyard using an upturned brewing barrel as a stool. !
When the sun is out in force and there is a big night on the horizon, there is only one 
place to go. The Imperial Pub sits just beside the esteemed university and has a truly 
massive beer garden, which brims with students making merry especially in the wake of 
exam season. !
Situated some way out of the city on the historic Exeter Ships Canal is the Double 
Locks, a proper old pub with a great atmosphere, a huge selection of local ales and 
proper hearty food. It is a beautiful 30-minute cycle here along the river and canal, and 
when you arrive you can reward yourself with a pint of locally brewed Otter Ale and a 
solid Sausage & Mash. The enormous outdoor area is peppered by pine trees and 
provides waterside seating, BBQs in summer, volleyball courts and even mini assault 
courses. !
For those seeking a more intimate affair, head to The Hourglass, a cosy, low-lit pub 
which feels like you are drinking inside a galleon, and with a history dating back to 1848 
and fitted with (in their words) “plenty of dark corners for trysts and plotting”, you might 
as well be. !!
Clubs !
Thanks to its youthful vibe and energetic student population, Exeter has a fairly vibrant 
nightlife for a city its size. Everyone here knows Timepiece, a two-story venue with a bar 
and courtyard downstairs and a club upstairs. Drinking ‘Reef’ and letting your hair down 
on a packed Thursday is a rite of passage here, as is finishing it all off with an obligatory 
“Timepiece burger” from the burger van situated just outside. !
The Cavern Club is a must for those seeking alternative music and indie nights. Dark, 
subterranean and with consistently sticky floors, this intimate venue attracts quality local 
and international bands. By day it doubles up as a cafe and makes a great place to 
nurse a bowl of cheesy curly fries when you can’t bear to be in daylight. !
Exeter’s foremost gay club is Vaults, which always offers a buzzing night out with a 
friendly crowd. Pop down on Fridays and Saturdays, when live DJs play the best cheesy 
hits imaginable, and may even take requests if you ask nicely enough. !
The Great Outdoors !
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Folk from round these parts tend to be of an outdoorsy persuasion. With kayaking, 
climbing, rowing, cycling, canoeing and good old fashioned pedallo-ing on offer, Exeter’s 
lovely quay is the place to start an adventure. Visit Saddles & Paddles whose 
passionate staff rent out quality equipment at reasonable prices. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Japan Centre | Daniel  December 15, 2015	  TRAVEL 
Explore Japan – Hokkaido 
!
If the southern islands of Okinawa represent Japan’s tropical 
paradise, Hokkaido is its rugged wilderness. There are a multitude 
of reasons to visit Japan’s northernmost island: its exhilarating 
array of outdoor activities, its distinctive history and its 
phenomenal food being a very fine few… 
!
Background 
!
One thing you may quickly notice about the urban side of 
Hokkaido is the unshakable sense of newness. That’s because, 
compared to Japan’s other main islands of Honshu, Shikoku and 
Kyushu, the expansion into Hokkaido happened far later – well 
into the 19th century. This explains why cities like Sapporo 
(covered separately in Explore Japan! Sapporo) are efficiently laid 
out in a modern, grid like system. 
!
But the nuances don’t end there. Up here in Hokkaido you’re more 
likely to find prairies over rice paddies, roaming brown bears over 
tanuki and endless forests teeming with wildlife over the heavy 
industrialisation of Honshu. The seasons work differently here too; 
winter brings Siberian winds that dump down tonnes of snow each 
year, whilst the summer months are pleasantly warm as 
compared to the stifling humidity felt further south in Japan. 
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This is the place to break from the intensity of life in the heaving 
metropolis, strap on a good pair of hiking boots and reconnect 
with nature. Here are our Hokkaido highlights: 
!
Niseko 
!
!
To many, Hokkaido means one thing: winter sports. And if it’s 
winter sports you’re looking for, you can’t do much better than 
Niseko. This expansive resort comprises of four different 
interconnected areas and offers some of the best powder skiing 
on earth. Don’t be surprised if you hear an antipodean accent 
when chilling on the chair lift – Niseko is one of the most popular 
areas for Aussie ski and snowboard enthusiasts. But this is still 
very much Japan, so expect restaurants serving ramen and katsu 
curry on the pistes, J-pop blasting out of the ski lifts and apres ski 
in the form of a relaxing bathe in an onsen hot spring. Ski holidays 
don’t get much better than this. 
!
!
!
Otaru 
!
!
The chocolate-box pretty town of Otaru is a popular domestic 
tourist destination thanks to its good transport links with Sapporo. 
Offering an altogether calmer activity than hurtling down the 
slopes of Niseko, strolling alongside the canal reflecting the 
glowing beacons of the gas lamps is a hypnotically tranquil and 
memorable experience. If that’s not enough, Otaru has some of 
the freshest, best quality sushi and sashimi in the whole of 
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Hokkaido and even Japan. You’ll have to pay generously for the 
privilege but we assure you it’s worth it. 
!
Jozankei 
!
This spectacular little town is appealing at any time of year but 
particularly in autumn, when a wave of fiery colour washes over 
the valley. Whilst this offers some beautiful hiking opportunities, 
the primary draw here bubbles up from beneath the earth. As a 
hot spring town, Jozankei boasts an ample supply of ryokan 
offering a therapeutic and relaxing onsen bathing opportunity. To 
brush up on your onsen etiquette, check out our blog post. 
!
Ainu culture 
!
Often overlooked historically, the Ainu are a group of peoples 
indigenous to Hokkaido and maintain their own distinct culture, 
language and ethnicity. Whilst the mass movement of Japanese 
to the island meant many Ainu were incorporated into new urban 
communities, it is still possible to connect with the unique and 
fascinating Ainu culture in places throughout Hokkaido. A 
particularly good way to do this is to pay a visit to one of the 
important Ainu festivals, such as The Yukar, a series of epic 
poetry performances and plays held throughout the summer 
months. 
!
!
Lake Toya 
!
The winters in Hokkaido are notoriously cold and dark, which 
makes the warmth of summer extra special for the island’s 
residents. In fact, as the weather becomes pleasantly warm but 
not stiflingly humid as it is further south, Hokkaido becomes a 
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popular domestic tourist destination in the summer months. The 
enormous Lake Toya is a great place to come and experience the 
warmer months Hokkaido style, with lakeside camping, swimming, 
fishing and hiking abound. Just watch out for the bears. 
(Seriously). 
!
!
!
!
!
!
Kushiro Fog Festival 
!
Whilst it might not have the same innate aesthetic appeal as 
freshly fallen snow or the life giving power of golden sunshine, we 
think its about time fog got its own special recognition. Luckily, the 
people of the little town of Kushiro agree and celebrate their 
annual abundance of the stuff every summer, with an outrageous 
laser show set to music. If you’re a fog fan, this should be right at 
the top of the list. 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Hokkaido Food & Drink 
!
!
As food obsessed as we are here at Japan Centre, we couldn’t 
leave off the abundance of exquisite cuisine on offer up here. By 
and large, seafood is a safe bet here – Hokkaido is renowned 
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throughout Japan for offering some of the freshest seafood dishes 
in the country. If you have the opportunity to order snow crab, take 
it! 
!
As you might expect for a land with such extreme winters, ramen 
and soup dishes are a popular way of keeping warm, and miso 
ramen is one of the regional specialties. Hokkaido also has a 
massive dairy industry is famous throughout Japan for producing 
rich milk and butter. And of course with one of the top breweries 
situated in the prefectual capital, you’re never far away from a 
refreshing Sapporo draft beer to wash down another phenomenal 
dish. 
!
As Japan’s largest prefecture, Hokkaido truly represents 
adventure. And with picture perfect towns, quirky festivals, an 
abundance of outdoor activities, striking seasonal variations, 
steaming hot springs soaring up throughout the land and some of 
the country’s very best cuisine to keep you going strong, Hokkaido 
should be top of the list for the adventurous spirit. 
!
Japan Centre – Japanese Food Hall Since 1976 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Japan Centre | Daniel  August 11, 2015	 TRAVEL 
Explore Japan!Yamagata 
!
!
Embrace a calmer Japan, one of remote tranquil beauty, ancient 
wonders and sleeping “monsters” nestled in the snow. This month 
the Japan Centre team uncover one of Japan’s hidden secrets – 
beautiful Yamagata Prefecture… 
!
Yamagata Highlights 
!
A world away from the frenzy of Japan’s megacities, Yamagata is 
peace personified. If you consider yourself “outdoorsy” and favour 
hearty romps in the mountains, jaw-dropping scenery, exquisite 
cuisine and a good long bath to top it all off, Yamagata might just 
represent your very own Shangri-La. 
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Yamadera – 山寺 

!
Perched upon the mountainside like a precarious birds nest, 
Yamadera (translating rather appropriately as ‘mountain temple’) 
takes some getting to, but we assure you the hike up here is worth 
it. Founded in 860, the complex of buildings are constructed from 
beech tree and are as remarkable as the natural environment 
which surrounds them. It was here that revered poet Matsuo 
Basho composed the following celebrated haiku: 
!
Ah this silence 
sinking into the rocks 
voice of cicada 
!
!
!
!
Dewa Sanzan – 出羽三山 

!
Dewa Sanzan refers to “the three mountains of Dewa”, namely 
Haguro-san, Gas-san  and Yudono-san. Visitors hike to each 
mountain, which represent birth, death and rebirth consecutively. 
But it’s not just awe-inspiring beauty to be found in this remote 
region, oh no. It was here in the Churenji and Dainichibo temples 
that monks practiced the art of self-mummification whilst still 
living. Gory but fascinating, find out how they did it here.  
!
Mt. Zao Ski Resort – 蔵王温泉スキー場 

!
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The premier ski destination in Yamagata, Mt. Zao offers more 
than just pristine powder ripe for carving. Visitors come from far 
and wide to ogle at the so called “snow monsters,” a natural 
phenomena where strong, icy winds carrying cool water droplets 
let loose against the evergreen conifers, creating surreal creatures 
on the slopes. 
!
Ginzan Onsen – 銀山温泉 

!
!
A picture-perfect town featuring traditional ryokan and heavenly 
onsen. A visit here is all about pottering from hot spring bath to 
hot spring bath in pursuit of heavenly relaxation. 
!
Hanagasa Matsuri – 花笠祭り 

!
One of the most spectacular festivals in the Tohoku region, 
Hanagasa Matsuri sees over a million visitors flock into Yamagata 
City to witness a beautiful parade, featuring hundreds of dancers 
sporting ‘hanagasa’ – a special hat adorned with Yamagata’s 
signature safflower decoration. 
!
Cherry Picking – チェリーピッキング 

!
!
Yamagata is known for producing over 70% of all the cherries in 
Japan. Cherry picking is so adored here that even Emperor 
Akihito (pictured) made a special trip to Yamagata to get stuck in. 
!
Chitose-Kan Ryotei – 千歳館 
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Our insiders top-tip from Japan Centre Kaicho Tak Tokumine, this 
authentic ryotei (premium, traditional restaurant) serves exquisite 
local cuisine in the city of Yamagata. 
!
For us, Yamagata represents a land of natural highs. If you’re one 
of the increasing number of people flocking to Japan in the near 
future, we at Japan Centre heartily recommend getting off the 
beaten track and getting lost in magical Yamagata. 
!
Have you visited Yamagata Prefecture? We’d love to hear your 
top tips. Get in touch on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. 
!
Japan Centre – Japanese Food Hall Since 1976 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Japan Centre | Daniel  January 20, 2015	 	  TRAVEL 
Explore Japan! Okinawa 
!
!
A world away from the neon frenzy of Tokyo or the ancient 
temples of Kyoto, Okinawa is a subtropical smattering of jaw 
droppingly gorgeous islands situated far south of Kyushu. 
Okinawa is known for its easy living and healthy lifestyle, resulting 
in some of the longest living folk on the planet. Join Japan Centre, 
as we take a look at the history, the culture and the food of 
Japan’s holiday haven. 
!
Okinawa Prefecture is made up of hundreds of islands that pepper 
the seas between Kyushu and Taiwan. Okinawa Island is the 
largest of these and is the main entry point to the Prefecture. 
!
What is Okinawa known for? 
!
Eternal Youth 
!
!
Apart from azure seas, pearl white beaches and a rich and distinct 
history from Japan’s four ‘main’ islands, Okinawa is notable for the 
endurance of its residents. This chain of islands has more 
centenarians (people who crack on with life beyond 100) than 
anywhere else on earth. But it’s not just the sheer amount of these 
golden oldies that surprises; it’s their sheer tenacity and liveliness. 
Elderly folk here can be seen galavanting about on bicycles and 
motorbikes, practicing karate, gardening and walking for miles at a 
time. Some have even been spotted break-dancing! The key to 
this zest for life is said to be the active lifestyle, diet rich in soy and 
seaweed, hearty amounts of sunshine and penchant for 
gardening. 
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Activities 
!
The main island of Okinawa has some great sightseeing 
opportunities. A trip to the Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium is a must, 
offering visitors the chance to gawp at gargantuan whale sharks 
and manta rays. Note that bus travel on the main island is very 
limited, so hiring a car or a scooter is the way to go. 
!
Insider info: Fish loving Japanese can often be heard whispering 
“oishii-so” at aquariums, translating to: “looks delicious. I wanna 
eat it!” 
!
Okinawa Prefecture is a titillating land of excitement for outdoor 
enthusiasts. The main island island offers some great 
opportunities for exploration, particularly in the south. 
!
!
Mangroves flourish on Ishigaki Island 
!
But if you are willing to travel beyond Okinawa Island to one of the 
smaller islands a ferry ride away, you will be rewarded, not just 
with “off the beaten track” points (which we all know are 
invaluable), but with unforgettable experiences. The nearby island 
of Zamami can be reached by ferry and offers world class diving 
and the chance to kayak on crystal waters. 
!
Beyond this, travellers can enjoy fishing, snorkelling, visiting 
festivals, partying in Naha or just flopping down on the beach. 
Okinawa’s laid back charm is woven into the fabric of life here, 
and we encourage you to go with the flow. For the intrepid 
traveller, we recommend perusing the multiple islands that make 
up Okinawa Prefecture, pick one at random, hop on a ferry and 

!!



!
see where you end up. Will it be little Kuro, known locally for cows 
outnumbering humans? Or perhaps Iriomote, covered in tropical 
rainforest and mangroves? 
Formality flows in the waters in Japan, as this charming turtle can 
be seen bowing like a boss. 
!
!
A Unique History 
!
For much of its past, Okinawa and the islands now encompassed 
in ‘Okinawa Prefecture’ did not belong to Japan. The region now 
called Okinawa was known as the ‘Ryukyu Kingdom’. It enjoyed a 
great age of trade in the 1500s with its neighbours due to its 
privileged position between China, Japan and Taiwan. Citizens of 
the Ryukyu Kingdom had a rich and distinct culture and even their 
own language. They also developed the world’s most famous 
martial art – karate. 
!
In the 1600s invaders came from Satsuma – modern day 
Kagoshima – and from then on the fate of the Ryukyu’s was 
closely tied to that of the Japanese mainland. The following period 
fostered the development of the unique culture we find in Okinawa 
today – Japanese influenced but far from being completely 
Japanese. 
!
!
We’re assuming this conch is an instrument, not a delicious drink 
  
!
Eat Like an Okinawan 
!
There are many theories as to why Okinawan’s live so long, 
longer even than their neighbours on the Japanese mainland, but 
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!
they all mention the Okinawan diet. Okinawan’s love to chow 
down on plants, including ‘goya’, a kind of bitter melon that crops 
up in many traditional dishes of the islands. They’re also keen on 
tofu, pulses and seaweed, particularly konbu, which is a known 
health food that forms the basis for some wonderfully healthy 
dishes packed with nutrients. The sweet potato played a key role 
in forming the Okinawan diet and for many years it was the 
preferred staple food over rice. 
!
During the war, Okinawan’s had a particularly tough time and 
many faced starvation. This helped develop the habit of eating 
every part of an animal, particularly pigs. In fact, an Okinawan 
saying goes: “every part of a pig can be eaten except for its oink.” 
  
!
Final Word 
!
Okinawa Prefecture represents a scintillating array of 
opportunities for the traveler. There’s a rich culture that 
encompasses that of the Japanese mainland yet remains unique, 
subtropical weather (just look out for the typhoons!), mind-blowing 
natural wonders, famously friendly locals and terrific food. No 
wonder they stick around so long to enjoy it all! Book a trip to 
Okinawa and who knows, you may end up staying in paradise for 
centuries to come.  
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Kumamoto is a castle town with a rich culinary history that makes 
it a top-draw for any foodie visiting Japan, but that’s not all… 
!
!
Kumamoto Castle  
   
The castle is quite literally the heart of the city and serves as a 
useful method of orientating yourself if lost in the streets below. 
Originally built way back in the 15th century, it was said to be 
impenetrable, until it turned out it wasn’t when it was ravaged 
during the Satsuma Rebellion in the late 19th century. Whilst the 
current building is a restoration (much like many of Japan’s 
castles), original structures still exist in the castle complex. Even if 
she has had a bit of work done, we still think she’s beautiful. 
!
Suizenji Garden 
!
!
An island of serenity in the bustle of the city, Suizenji Garden is an 
enthralling place to wander lost in thought. The scenery reflects 
some key landmarks in Japan, such as a satisfyingly pointy green 
hillock made to look like Mt. Fuji and a path resembling an ancient 
trade route between Tokyo and Kyoto. The spring water is crystal 
clear and populated by peckish carp – just the way it should be in 
Japan. 
!
!
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Aso National Park 
!
  
If you like living dangerously, pay a visit to Mt. Aso, Japan’s 
largest active volcano. Mt. Aso rises out from a spectacular 
national park which is accessible from Kumamoto city by train and 
cable car. This cantankerous old fella is still very much alive, 
croaking sulphuric acid out into the atmosphere which can lead to 
the mountain being closed off. If you’re lucky though, you’ll be 
able to get right up close and look into his steamy innards. 
Definitely one to tick off the bucket list. 
!
!
Kumamon  
!
!
It’s impossible to talk about Kumamoto long before this cheeky 
character pops into your head. He’s cute, he’s rouge-cheeked, 
he’s arguably a little kimo-kawaii (creepy-cute), he’s KUMAMON. 
Everyone’s favourite starey bear burst onto the scene in 2010 to 
attract visitors to Kumamoto and has literally taken the world by 
storm. His earnest face is plastered on everything from cars to 
instant noodles to sweat towels, he topped a 2011 nationwide 
mascot competition and he has reportedly brought in BILLIONS of 
yen to the Kumamoto tourist industry. Just don’t stare into his 
eyes too long, you’ll regret it… 
!
!
!
Food & Drink 
!
Kumamoto Prefecture is blessed with an incredibly nutrient-rich 
landscape thanks to the presence of old volcanic Aso san. This 
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!
means pure spring water and fertile lands – surefire signs of a 
glorious place to eat and drink. 
!
!
!
Looks delicious doesn’t it? But before you book your flight tickets 
to Kyushu and gobble up the first red meat you see, listen up. This 
is basashi – raw horse meat. Legend has it that when Kumamoto 
castle was under siege the folk began to starve, until they turned 
their hungry eyes to their hoofed friends in the stables. Ever since 
this has been a delicacy, sometimes called ‘sakuraniku’ (桜肉) or 

‘cherry blossom meat’ due to its vibrant colouring. Super 
succulent, this is melt-in-the-mouth meat that beats your local 
neighbourhood takeaway any day of the week. 
!
KOHRO 
Often thought to be the pinnacle of sake greatness, KOHRO 
heralds from Kumamoto but is renowned by sake drinkers 
worldwide. 
!
Kumamoto ramen is a favourite of ramen fans all over for its 
unique take on tonkotsu. Here, chicken stock is added and the 
resulting broth is rather creamier and lighter than in neighbouring 
Fukuoka Prefecture. If you visit Kumamoto, be sure to seek this 
out and slurp it up. 
!
With terrific food, in-tact history and stunning nature, Kumamoto 
has to be one of our top tips on the island of Kyushu. 
!
!
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